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AAEM Advice for authors

Manuscripts ready to be edited as fast a possible
Here is a list of technical editing details that must be perfect in your manuscript before it
is ready to edit:
1. General
Please never use automatic numbering of paragraphs, sections or points in a list. Please
disable this option on your version of Word when you prepare a manuscript for a
journal.
Please make sure that track changes is not used, because this often creates compatibility
problems between different computers and versions of Windows or Word.
Please make sure the manuscript is complete and includes the 1) title page, 2) abstract,
3) key words, 4) the complete main text, 5) acknowledgements, 6) any other sections
the journal requires, 7) references, 8) tables, 9) figure legends, and 10) figures. It is
better if the figures (graphic files) are together in a separate file from the manuscript.
2. References in the correct format for the journal
In the text: (4) or [4] or superscript number (for example, 12).
Period or comma consistently before or after the reference. Example: ...as shown
previously. (4) or as shown previously (4).
Correct spacing between the text and the reference. Example: ...as shown previously [4]
is correct, but ...as shown previously[4] is usually not correct.
In the reference list, all references must be in the correct format. This is very easy to
check in the journal’s instructions for authors Please pay attention to all the elements in
each reference: capital or small letters, spaces, punctuation (. , ; :) and bold or italics.
Different journals can have slightly different rules, even if the journal’s Instructions or
Guidelines say they use the Medline, PubMed or ICMJE formats (these are all the same
format with different names).
In the text, if an author’s name is mentioned, the spelling must be correct and must be
exactly the same as in the bibliographic reference in the Reference list.
If a publication cited in the text has more than one author, it must be mentioned as
A study by Memarpour and Shahidi (4) found that... if there are 2 authors
A study by Memarpour et al. (4) found that... if there are 3 authors or more.
Please note the correct way to write et al. The “al.” must always be followed by a
period.
If only one earlier publication is cited in the text, it is not correct to say “Recent studies
showed (4) that ...” The correct form is “A recent study showed (4) that...”
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3. Title page names
Each author should be named with his or her complete given name first (not just the
initials) followed by the surname. The journal will adapt this to their own particular
style. The system of using the surname first followed by the initials of the given name is
only for bibliographic references, not for identifying the authors at the beginning of the
article.
4. Abstract
The abstract must be within the journal’s word limit. Please do not use any
abbreviations in the abstract.
5. Key words
Each key word must be present in http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html . This
is very easy to check online. If the key word you want is not in the MeSH Browser, use
the term that is most similar. Usually, journals want you to use key words that are not
already contained in the title of the article.
6. Abbreviations
The first time the term appears in the main text, please use the full term followed by the
abbreviation in parentheses. The second time it appears and all successive times in the
main text, please always use the abbreviation. Please do not alternate between the
abbreviation and the full term.
Please never use an abbreviation as the first word of a sentence.
Please do not use any abbreviations in the section headings, titles for the tables and
figure legends.
7. Materials and manufacturers
You must give the exact, correct name of each product (name of the product and model
or series number) and always write it the same way. This is very easy to check on the
manufacturer’s website. Many products have similar names, and an error could have
serious consequences for the patients.
The first time a product or apparatus is mentioned, you must provide the name of the
manufacturer and the City, State (only for the USA) and Country. If you obtained the
material from a regional or national office and not from the main international office of
the company, it is better to give the city and country of the office where you bought the
material. It is not necessary to mention “Inc” or “Ltd” or “Gmbh” or “Company” or
“Co” in the name of the manufacturer.
If the same product is mentioned a second time or additional times in the manuscript, it
is not necessary to provide the manufacturer’s location each time. Only the name of the
product and the name of the manufacturer are enough.
The correct name of the material manufacturer must be checked on one of the
manufacturer’s official websites. Do not copy this from other published articles,
because other articles are full of mistakes. Please pay attention to capital and small
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letters, spaces and hyphens. These elements are important to identify exactly which
product you are referring to
8. Tables and figures
Each table and each figure must be mentioned in the text, in numerical order.
Usually, the tables should be at the end of the manuscript, after the References.
Usually, the figures (graphic files) should be in separate files and not in the manuscript
file, but the figure legends should be in the manuscript file after the tables.
9. Easy tables
Table / Insert / Table / Choose number of columns / Choose number of rows (it’s better
to choose more than you think you need and then erase the extra rows and columns after
the table is finished) / Autoadjust /Choose Autoadjust to content / Accept
Table autoformat: Always choose Basic 1 from the list of table formats, and in the
lower part of this box, for Apply special formats to, deactivate (untick) the option “Last
row”.
Then use Table / Merge cells to create a space for column headings that need to cover
several columns. Highlight all the cells you want to combine in a given row (or column)
and click Table / Merge cells, or use right-click / Merge cells
To add a new row, put the cursor on the outside of the last right-hand column (a small
black rectangle should appear at the cursor) and hit Enter.

